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The kind of history that is taught in the
non-traditional contexts which utilize Distance Learning systems,
especially at the United Kingdom's Open University (OU) and
Australia's Deakin University, emphasizes the relationship of history
to the other academic disciplines rather than the traditional
approach of enumerating the history of famous_peopIeevents,_and
places. The1 respective curricuIa_and_model degree programs_indicate
that at Deakin in_level l_courses_there is considerable emphasis on
the use of sources, textual and documentary analysis, methodology,
and_historiography. In both :,iiversities the commitment to
inter-disciplinary approaches to history teaching is maintained at
later levels. It is also apparent that opportunities for
specialization and for personal research1 are already well-deveIoped
at both the OU and Deakin. Common to both programs is_the carefully
graded use of sources and applied methodology at different
levels--providing the student_with_7hands on" experience in the use
of historical sources and_data in personal research appropriate to
his/her stage_of development and study. Perhaps most vital to the
success of distance teaching in historical studies both at the OU and
at Deakin is the inter-active nature of the teaching1 and the various
course companents. Central to this is the "tutorial in print"
pioneered by the OU--which involves the teacher in a direct
one-to-one relationship with the student. (Bz)
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krecent,paper on the teaching of_history at a distance
discussed some of theigeneral problems confronted by the
discipline and the solutions adopted in various contexts
7_most notably_in the UK, Canada and AUStralia _This::
present paper_addresses itself to_similar sets_of problems
through a comparative_survey_of The_Open_University_and
Deakin University experiences - whereithere are some
remarkable parallels as-well as inevitable contr-,Asts,,given
the_pace and nature of-development., While the separate_
experience of the discipline in each:of the iLstitutions iS
readily_articulated the comparative dimension is_more elusive

but_thanks_to_cooperation_in_visits_and exchanges between
historians is both timely and appropriate.

While some_regard Deakin as the OU!s closest analogue in
Australia7 and it cannot be denied:that the former
historically derived_much_from the latter a great deal more
attention is now_being_directed toward_Australian approaches
and at what_can be learned from this experience. From the
UK viewpoint-these-are regarded as highly innovative-and
flexible_within-a lower resource strategy of:the kind being
adopLed pre$ently by the OU. For history this is seen not
only in_Defikin_but_at_the University_of_New Englandi'Murdoch
and_Criffith Universities amongst others - though_Deakin
leads theifield. Certainly both the OU,and_Deakin have,
successfully overcome atileasc-some of the problems ofiteaching
historyiat a:distance and developed programmes_presenting
innovative history courses not only within an inter-:!
disciplinary context, but also offering sovad specialiSMS.

Thisitakes_us to the most obvious starting point of
identifying common features such as-(i) the inter-disciplinary
and interfaculty context-in which_history,is taught (ii) the
broad-basedicurricula (iii) the opportunities for
specialisation and progress to advanced or honours level,
including_a_substantial_research_element_(iv)_the general_
commitment to_teaching_historiography, methodology and_use of
sources (v) the objective of teaching 'problem-based' history
- rather than traditional 'content7based' history_
(vi) enthusiasm for newer approaches:to social±and economic
history - as well as more traditional_pOlitical history - and
a distinct bias toward the modern period;

Before elaborating on soLye of these points let me say a
personal word about the broader considerations and problems
of teaching history - particularly of relevance to adult
students - through Distance Learning systems. Something is
often overlooked by some adult educators_teaching the more
familiar subjects like_history or literature - are the__
problems of received or perceived knowledge - much of it
redundant through bad texts, bad teaching and what adds up
simply to outdated knowledge and approaches. The popular view
of history as a subject is certainly formulated in the school
classroom - in school history - and for long the traditional
approach_being_addressed was_the old,lashioned political
history of_famous people, events, and places of, for example,
Britain's imperial past. While some mature students and even
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more recent school-leavers_may have,been tainted by much of,
the mythology,that surrounded_such historical-teaching, most
also have well formed opinions and biases. These can be
regarded either as impediments to up-dating or more positively
as building_hlocks_to new_interpretations. Re-education_is
invariably necessary,_along the Iines of: what history is
about and why_it_is important; its approaches, sources,
techniques and historiography;:its relevance to:modern:society,
through the study Of social and economic as well as political
history.

Another obvious aspect of this familiarity is that history is
often seen-as a soft-option hy mature studentsforieveryone
knows somethingiabout the past,- but often.little Of real
substance for the teacher Of history. Some students need to
he convinced that history has validity_as a_social science
(or_even_science)_and can_depIoy_the_same_tool_kit of__
analytical approaches,- without losing sight of its importance
as an arts subject and a vital context to study of all the
humanities.

This starts to tell us something about the kind_of_history that
is__taught_in_nontraditional contextsi_motabIy_to_students in
the OU_and_Deakin systems; _Certainly for OU students, as
Marwick says, the emphasis,from the verybeginning-is on
methods and principles with a strong effort to set history it
its relationship_to other academic disciplines. Neither 'Ole_
OU nor Deakin proposes-that the-student concentrates solely on
methodology to the neglect of the 'facts', but the
methodological_framevork is strong in both instances. Thf!

'facts' and other relevant,historical data ought to be sore-
readily assimilated,once_the theorEticaliand_practicaliskills
are learned. In both institutions the discipline has derive8
considerable advantages from this practical approach to
1 problem-based' history - particularly so_in_its_relationship
to_other dis-A.pIines_in_the_humanitiesi social sciences and
sciences_and hence_to establishing a significant role in multi
and inter-disciplinary studies;

This emphasis on inter-disciplinary approaches is the first
major point of comparison I wish to draw. History at the_OU
developed_from_the outset in an inter-disciplinary context.
The_student has to take two Foundation courses - and having an
interest in history would probably take both Arts and Social
Sciences Foundation courses. History is introduced in the
early stages of the Arts Foundation course, Marwick's approach
being to confront students from the start with_the_methods_of
history, the work_of the_historian and the practical skins
of reading different types of history and writing good,
weII-structured history essays. This tool kit of approaches is
deployed later in the course for thereafter history plays a key
role in a major inter-disciplinary study of industrialisation
that makes up the final third of the course.

Deakin!s Leve1_I courses in both Humanities and Social Sciences
are more diverse but also essentially inter-disciplinary in
approach. Those with a substantial historical component
include from Humanities:
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Images_of Man
The Australian City
Knowledge &iPower
Women & Social Change

and from Social Sciences:

War & Modern Industrial Society
Expansion-of Europe
Clash of Cultures

Two examples_serve to illustrate_differing approaches to
history at this Ievel.__The Australian Clty is an_inter-_
disciplinary course with_the emphasision history and literature
and is designed as a first year-introductory course, aimed to
interest the student in Australian city growthiand provide a
background and skills for later Australian_Studies_courses._
The first four weeks_of_the_course cover the_stages_of urban
and_industrial___growth_in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, examining the development of-urban complexes in
Britain, America and Australia.--The main focus pf the
subsequent-major unit-is !Marvellous Melbourne! - a case studY
in metropolitan growth-and culture-in the 1880s. Later
literary studies - again essentially Australian 7!_are_seen_in
this_context.- A different_and_somewhat_broaderpproach is
taken by_theSocial__Sciences War & Modern LndustriaI-Societt
which_introduces_students to the:disciplines of history,
econGmics and political science through a-study of Europe-
since the First World War-and ending in 1950-with the early
stagesiof the Cold War. iIn_these and other Level 1 courses
at Deakin there is considerable_emphasis throughout_on the use
of sources, textual_and_documentary analysis, methodology; and
historiography- equipping participants for self-study at more
advanced levels.

In_bothiuniversities the commitment_to inter-disciplinary
approaches to history_teaching is_maintained at Iater_levels
7 this_for_the_OU_being an earIy_objective articulated:by its
Planning_Committee in 1969; In the_OU_the earliest,inter-
disciplinary courses with a strong historyi_componenti_at Second
Level were Renaissance & Refoxmation andiThe Age of_Revolutions,
both_dealing_with historical and_cultural_developments_in_their
respective periods. These were_subsequentlyrepIaced by:two
broadly similar_courses _Seventeenth CenturvEmaand and
The Bnllghtenment. _The former has_a-stronger:historical
dimengion_than the latter,-though literary and other texts of
the_Enlightenment are studied in their historical context,_
Deakin!S Anstralian Studies_sequence_has the_strongest intei-
discipltnary-commitment at_comparable_levels; while:back:at the
OU several_!University!_(or_inter-faculty) courses have been
developed_with_a substantial historical input, notably those

:

on Popular-Culture, The-Cbanging Experience of Women and Third
Morld-Studie.q.

Secondly, we look at the respective curricula and model degree
progams available to the student of history. Here we will
concentrate on the major sequences that have been developed
- though in both institutions there are many possible
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permutations drawing_on relevant course offtrings:ini.both
humanities and social sciences. At the OU six Full Credit§
are-required for-a-Pass-degree-and eight for Honours, so
that a. student without Advanced.Standinvand_majoring_in
history would require_to_complete_two Foundation_courses and
six_others_(at least_three_from_Third or Fourth,Levels).
specialising as much_as_possible in historital studies.

Aitypical sequence of 1976 is_presented in_Tableil. showing
the options recommended - notably.ithe European history_course
War & Society (at-Third Level)_and the part projettbased_
Great_BritainA75071950_(at_Fourth_Level)_-_supplemented by
a_range_of_other_courses then avaiIabIe_at_Third Level_
including_RevoIutions of_1_8_48_(Half Credit), Urban -Histo
(Half_Credit) and Histn_rical Data & the Social Sciences
(another course with a substantial project element).

Theiturrent position at the OU, seen_in_the sequence_in_Table_IIi
is broadly_comparable,_although students now have the opportunity
of pursuing_two_Full_Credits at_Third__Level. ConfLict&_StabIlity-
in the Development of Modern Europe_(which replated-War-&-Societv
in__1980)_and the recently_introduced BrAteim-&-AmerIca, a-
comparative course_in British-and-Americanihistory sincei1760i
presentedifor the first time in 1985. Students are urged to _

takeitheiFourth Level Arts &_Society in Britain Since_the 1920s,
Whith like_its_predecessori_presents opportunities for a personal
research project under tutorial guidance;

At Deakin twenty-four Semester Units are required for a Pass
degree and a further eight Units for a degree with Honours._
With each course being worth one to four Semester Units (two
on average) the Deakin_student needs to study a larger number
of individual_courses to make up the degree - but there is a
wider choice from a greater range of options than in the OU,
both from Humr,nities and Social Sciences. Major sequences
with strong historical components include: from Humanities.
History of_Ideas, Australian Studies_and Women's Studies; and
from Social Sciences. Economic and Social Studies, Historical
Studies._and Political Studies. Model degree programs from
these sequences are shown in Table III, covering History/Politics,
Histo'y/Australian Studies, and Social & Economic History majors.

In the Social & Economic History program there is a logical
chronological progression from the Second Level Industrial
Revolution & Society 1760-181G to Third Level courses in
Etonomic_Change_& Social Movements-In-Europe 1870-1914 and itS
later companion Economy & Society in Europe 1914=1945.__Al1
three make extensive use of readings._offprints and documentary
sources - provided_in the Study Guides and accompanying Readers
supported_by tuition in the use of historical data, which is

a strong element throughout the sequence.

Thirdly, opportunities for specialisation_and for personal
research applying the_techniques learned in earlier study are
already wen developed at both the OU and Deakin. For example,
students undertaking the Fourth Level Arts-& SocIety-In-Britaln
Since-the-1920s pursue both course work (30 per cent of
assessment) and an individual research project for the
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remainder,- Whilethe generai_thruat_of the taught_component
i$ inter=disciplinary.,_many, ofthe_research projects are on
SOeCialist topics__-_some_iof local but_many of-national
interest;_ As_with the earlierAiroject=baSed-hiatory_course
_(also_at Fourtn Level), Great-=Britaiti 1750=1950: Siiiirces &_
Histarla&LARAI, there: were fear$ that Students particularly
the more renwte:-_might find diffiCUlty_with_sources and more
specialiSt reading. TO_gothe_extent these proved unfounded
= given the vast_potential_at least_for local projects -,and
-could be partly=isolved_by_the provisioniof xeroxed matetialSi
offprints etc on aione-to-one basis. rbt eXStple_several
prisoners_successfully undertook:this cdUrSe = with_source _

material like:census data:for eihiStorical demography project
being_supplied on micro-film_and_photocopy;._ The same is true::
of the suCtegsful_Deakin_nearequivalents on_Ecanomic-Change &
SoCialiftvements and_Economy_&_Society-in-Euriut, where specially
treated_Activity_Packages provide the necessary resources fOr
detailed study of the chosen option ahd the SUbmission of an_ _

extended_essay on the thpit; fOti:ekample fiCnn_the 1914-45 period
on the Slump, the Spanish CiVil War, Stalinism etc;

Common to both programs then, is the carefully graded use of
Sources and applied methodology at different levelS - providing
the student with 'hands oa'_experience in the use of historical
sources and data in personal research appropriate to the stage
of development and study.

Fourthly, and perhaps most vital to the success of distance
teaching in historical studies both at the OU And at Deakin_is
the inter-active nature of the teaching and the various course
components. Central to this is the_'tutorial in prinL'
pioneered by the OU -_which involves the teacher in a direct
one=to-one relationship with the student. For 'problem-based'
history of the kind taught by the_ingtitutionS this_approach is
ideal - because it constantly challenges the student in a
dialogue with the tutor. All courses make extensive use of
carefully graded self-assessment_- which again helps maintain
the Student=tutor relationship if well handled. The baSic
teaching_in_written format can 1-te supplemented and extended
in_different modes - face-to-face, telephone or video links,
and correspondence teaching - where these elements can be
provided to build on distance teaching in study guides,
readers, supplementariesand audio-visual components.
Continuous assessment_forms an important part of all_courses
and here the good_tutor-student relationship ig vital to the
success_of distance teaching. Where face=to-face tuition is
provided in Weekend and Summer Schools it is generally
enthusiastically supported - often by_the majority of the
student cohort able to attend - perhaps 50-60 per cent. So
inevitably a great deal depends on the distance teaching
elements.

Lastly, while history as a subject haS many obvious attractions
for the student - in particular the adult student - it requires
especially lively presentation to be successful. The general
concentration on new approaches to the teaching of political,
social and economic history at both the OU and Deakin, combined
with the production of high-quality teaching materials has



contributecLtoithis success deapite_some_of_the_problems_I
have i4entified_i Some_remarkably_interesting and challenging
courses - integrating_the_latest researth, the most up7to-date
text books, and with-lively support materials and-tuition
7 have made modern history and itt, concerns readily available
to a large and widespread_audience_i___Many have been injected
With a new-found enthusiasm for_a subject they previously
regarded_ae dull and boring - and oven carried their interest
to Honours Level and beyond; The-great level of interest ftC.M
OU_graduates inicontinuingipart-time Higher Degrees is
sufficient testimony to thiS.

While this_articulates an essentially personaliassessment from
the_OU viewpoint, it seems to me that the challengeifor both
institutions-now and in the future is to maintain the momentum
and original.ity of approach against a background_of_financial
constraint and the continuing_debate_about the general utility
of the_subject - factors_common to many other disciplines in
both_the_humanities and_social sciences no doubt - but
especially f:ritical to history.
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TABLE

'Moder CUrriMum for Stddent `Miljoring' in History

Level Recommended OPtions
Number_ of
Credits at
thir trail

Foundation Arts Foundation Coune

SecOnd

Third

Fourth

Renaissance and Reformation
Ind/or Age of Revolutions

War and Society: II
ReroluCtods 0(1848 (I)
Urban HistorY 1550-1750 (i)

Great &italic 1-75049501
SWIM cod HiiitbritigraphY

Social Science Foundation 2
Course
or any other

Science and Technology (I)
Science and-Belief (i)
Roman Empire and Rise _II
orafrisennity I (I)
The Sikiblogiceil
Perspective (I)
Decision-making in
Britain
Urban Development

HiStTsrint Din arid the
SàCiiI tciefices
History of Architecture
and Design
The Nineteenth Century
Novel and Its Usiiidy

2 or 3

2 or 3

1

Total -of
3 Creditsat
lest dfree
from third and
fourth level
required

BEST CRY AVAILABLE
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kBLE II

J Sample History_Sequence 1985 Model

!vel Recommended Options No of Credi

)undation Arts Foundation Course Social Science Foundation
Course

!cond 17th Century England Technology & Change

The Enlightenment
1750=1914 (I)

Greece 478-336 BC (1)

Rome: The Augustan Age (I)

Popular Culture

iird Conflict & Stability in
Development of Modern Europe

Themes in British & American
History

2 or 3

Historical Sources 2 or 3

Iurth Arts & Society in Britain 1

Since the 1920s



TABLE-III

MgAglaRrt_t_programs at_Deakin

Sample program rib. 1. History/Politics majors
Shows a greater concentratiOn Of Stibjeets at lust and second-
year levels and with a major sequence in_ Historical Studies
(_8 intim), and- anOttler in Peilitical Studies (8 units) In tliis
example 4 extra Social ScienceS unitS are:taken as well as
4 thins of Australian Studies in Humanitiet.

Y'ar i/-1/0 units)
SSS 101 Wae and Modern Industrial Society
SSS 102 ExpanSion Of Ebrope
SSS 1031 Clash of Cuhcres
1-iuW/X 100 Australian City
Yeari2 410 vnirs)
SSS 207 Industrial Revolution and Society 1760-1870
SSS 205 Ccinflict Management
SSS 211 Political Man
SSS 210 Exchange and Society
HUWYX 211 Regiohalitui ahd Atistralia
rear 3 14 nails-1_

_

555 304 Critig-DiplOniacy
SSS 308 Australia in the World

Sample program no. 4, History/Australian StUdies majorsA major_in Historical StiidieS (8 units) and in Australian
Studies- (8 units) from Humanities. ThiS program reflects a
high interest in other edurses with a significant componentor Historical Studies.

Year 1 (10 iinit4
SSS 101 WAriand MOdern Industrial Society
SSS 102 Expansion ofiEttrope
SSS 103 Clash of Cultures
HUW/X 100 Atittraliati City
-Yeer ,r(R uni1sk
SSS 204 CritiS: Diplomacy
SSS 207_ Industrial Revaution and Society
HUW/X 211 Regionalism in Australia
SSS 205 Conflict Managment
rear 3 (6 units)

SSS 308 Auitialia in the World
HUW/X 310 ConteinpritarY Australia

Sample program ncL 5; Social and Economic/History
majprs
A course reflecting intereSt in a niijcir inSocial and Economic
Studies, a major in History and a Sidi major in
Anthropology. All courses are within the School of Social
Sciences.

Yor:118 units) 1

SSS 101 War and Modern Industrial Society
SSS 102 Expatitidh di Europe
SSS 103 Clash of Cultures

}WO' -2_18 unitsi
sss 204 Crisis DiPlomacy
SSS 207 Industrial Rekilution and Society
SSS 206 Symbols and Society
$,SS 210 Exchange and Society
-reiir 318 unitv_
SSS 309 Economic Change and soml Mtivenseni
SSS 313 Economy and Society in Vurtme
SSS 108 Australia in the Woad
sss 312 POWer and Society
SSS 305 Conflict Managetnent
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